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Youth Interests and The 
2022 Canadian Budget 

With the release of the 2022 Canadian Federal Budget, CCYP’s Research &  
Policy team has gone through the budget and will highlight how and what 
aspects of the budget address Canadian youths’ interests and needs.  
Coming into the year and as addressed in our January snapshot, the main 
concern for youth was uncertainty, unpredictability from Covid and inflation.  
The 2021 budget had an emphasis on income generation through employment, 
as well as supporting businesses through Covid recovery.1 While there are items 
in the 2022 budget that youth will benefit from as part of the population-at-large, 
the 2022 budget could have been more explicit in terms of targeting, especially 
compared to last year’s budget. 

Last year’s budget was an expansionary and election budget so there was  
more money given to SMEs, youth and seniors for 2+ year periods. Many of the 
issues closer to youths’ needs are still being funded/covered by proposals from 
last year’s budget. Prominent examples include the moratorium on student 
loans and expansionary investment ($371million) in the Canada Summer Jobs 
Programme, both running until mid-2023.  Given inflation now and the economic 
recovery (relative to Apr 2021) from the pandemic, this is a more cautious budget, 
focused on housing and inflation-or trying to manage it. The pandemic context 
still needs to be borne in mind-we’re still in one till WHO says we are not. While the 
national vaccination rate (2 shots) is high (81%), the virus’ evolution and ease of 
transmission are still problems, especially as we are in another wave at the time 
of budget release/writing.

We will talk about issues that affect the general public, but hone in on how  
youth interests are affected by them (housing, health care), as well as unique 
youth (15-29) needs around employment & skills and a note on inflation. 

1 For more on this see our Budget Commentary Snapshot from 2021

https://budget.gc.ca/2022/report-rapport/toc-tdm-en.html
https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/EN%20Snapshot%20Issue%2013.pdf
https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/vaccination-coverage/
https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/SNAP%20SHOT%20-%205%20BUDGET%20COMMENTARY%20.pdf
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Rental Housing

Housing is a major issue that is relevant at the moment due to the high prices 
that make it harder for buyers and renters alike to fulfil their needs.  The quality 
and availability of housing are important as it affects wellbeing.  We will focus 
on the rental market here because the rental housing market is what is most 
relevant to youth, many of whom are in school or not quite settled enough in 
a career to be homeowners (often aged 18-30). As shown in the Canadian 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation’s most recent rental report, rental 
affordability remains a problem for renters nationwide. Rentals are considered 
affordable when it costs a third or less (30%) of renters’ gross income. For youth, 
especially those in urban centres like Toronto and Vancouver, this is increasingly 
not the case, with rental market data showing rent prices trending upwards 
over the past year. The reasons for increasing rental housing unaffordability 
include insufficient supply to match demand and the increasing financialisation 
of housing. There is not enough supply being made available i.e., new units2, 
in time to match the demand for housing not just for Canadians, but also for 
newcomers. While Canada builds ~200, 000 new units every year, it welcomes 
anywhere between 300 and 400,000 immigrants yearly; in 2019 (the last year 
before the pandemic, it was 187,177 units to 341,000 new permanent residents). 
The financialisation of housing is when housing is treated primarily as an 
investment asset instead of a dwelling place. This means landlords and real 
estate investment corporations prioritise boosting profits (by raising rents) or 
keeping expenses low (not spending as much on repairs), which affect tenants’ 
living conditions and/or their rents. 

To deal with these housing related problems, the 2022 Federal budget provides 
$10 billion on the whole for housing. Of this money:

• $4 billion is for the Housing Accelerator Fund to support changing and 
adjusting provincial and municipal zoning permits to allow for more 
different types of housing to be built. 

•  $1.5 billion in co-op housing funding: $500 million in cash funding to  
launch a programme to expand co-op housing in the country, and  
$1 billion in loans for construction financing. 

• The Rapid Housing Initiative (RHI) from 2020 was extended for  
another 2 years ($1.5 billion), with the aim of building an additional  
6,000 affordable homes. 

• $475 million for a one-time $500 payment to Canadians facing “housing 
affordability challenges”, with delivery specifics to be announced later

2 Units here refers to all types of housing including houses, apartments, condos, townhouses etc.

https://assets.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/sites/cmhc/professional/housing-markets-data-and-research/market-reports/rental-market-report/rental-market-report-2021-en.pdf?rev=a5a0eaac-6f70-4058-8aa3-e6d307685910
https://rentals.ca/national-rent-report#:~:text=In%20March%202022,%20the%20average,March%202021%20average%20of%20$2.31.
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=3410013501&pickMembers%5B0%5D=1.1&pickMembers%5B1%5D=4.1&cubeTimeFrame.startMonth=01&cubeTimeFrame.startYear=2021&cubeTimeFrame.endMonth=10&cubeTimeFrame.endYear=2021&referencePeriods=20210101,20211001
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/corporate/publications-manuals/annual-report-parliament-immigration-2020.html
https://centre.support/editorial-better-understand-the-financialization-of-housing/
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• The budget also announced that a federal review of housing as an asset 
class would be launched later this year, as well as an anti-flipping tax on 
people selling property held for less than 1 year, as a way to deal with the 
financialisation of housing. 

While these are good steps for dealing with the supply issue, the main issue 
here is that it will take time to build & certify houses, accept people off co-op 
housing waitlists, disburse payments and finish reviews, during which the youth 
demand for rental housing will not reduce. There could be a more direct focus 
on renters, who outnumber buyers/owners and are also likelier to be youth. With 
the exception of the RHI and the one-time $500 payment, there is also not much 
focus on rental housing in the short-medium term. However, housing is largely a 
municipal and provincial affair re: zoning permits and increasing supply. As such, 
providing funds to incentivise zoning and permit changes through the Housing 
Accelerator Fund, is one the best steps the Federal government could take given 
its limited jurisdiction and bigger purse.

Health Care

Another important issue for youth is Health care as relates to mental health, 
employment in the sector and treatment as a whole.  Since it appears we will be 
“living with Covid”, strengthening healthcare systems-provincial as they might 
need to be strengthened to deal with backlogs and also to give youth faith and 
confidence to go back and take those riskier in-person roles. To this end, the 2022 
Budget: 

• Provides $5.3 billion overall for the children’s dental plan, with $ 300 million 
in the first year aimed at low-income families for children under 12.   

• For Mental Health: $140 million over 2 years for the Wellness Together 
Canada portal- a mental health portal launched in April 2020 in the throes 
of the pandemic- to continue the work it has been doing. 

• Provides $115 million over 5 years to expand support (red tape elimination, 
standardised conversion exams, timelines) for internationally trained 
medical professionals to get their credentials recognised here, through the 
Foreign Credential Recognition Programme. 

• Increased the Canada Health Transfer (CHT) from 2021 by $45.2 billion 
(4.8%), with the spending left up to provinces.
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While the direct beneficiaries of the dental plan are not quite CCYP’s target 
demographic (those aged 15-34), it could be useful for younger parents, helping 
them free up costs for other needs and responsibilities. The extension of the 
Wellness Together funding is very relevant and beneficial for youth given the MH 
impact the pandemic has had on them, and that they (children & youth) were 
about 50% of the portal’s users (2022 Budget, Ch 6). As the pandemic appears 
to wind down, keeping the platform up and supported would go some way in 
helping youth process the pandemic’s effects as they settle into the post-Covid 
world. The Foreign Credential programme is beneficial for youth in two ways: 
firstly it allows young professional immigrants with foreign health care credentials 
(likelier in the latter part of their youth, so over 25) to continue their lives here. 
Secondly, it strengthens the health care system by increasing the pool of staff 
to deal with patient backlogs, which is ultimately something youth benefit from. 
However, the speed of this credentialing remains to be seen. While premiers 
would like more funds through the CHT,  it is likely to come with conditions-
especially with the federal government already providing roughly 80% of Covid 
response funds-, which may not sit well with premiers politically.  However, health 
care is a provincial affair, so the best the Federal government can do is provide 
funds and its gravitas. 

Youth Financial Recovery & Employment Reform

The 2022 Budget includes some broad measures to alleviate some of the labour 
market factors affecting youth. The federal government is also supporting 
employment reform through subsidies and benefits. 

During our #IMPACTCOVID focus groups, CCYP learnt of situations whereby 
youth workers were ineligible for relief funds like employment insurance due to 
the irregular kinds of hours they worked, their terms of employment and general 
precarity of their employment. We have also noted how costs can be barriers to 
entry or expansion for youth in industries like Insurance and some of the skilled 
trades.3 We observed during our #IMPACTCOVID focus groups with businesses, 
that their profits and savings increased during the pandemic and suggested that 
some of that money be channelled to sectors needing investment (see IMPACT 
report).  

To this end, the 2022 budget allows for tradespeople and apprentices to claim 
up to $4000 yearly in tax benefits for travel and relocation expenses through 
the Labour Mobility Deduction. The Labour Mobility Deduction makes it easier 
for workers to move to where the work is and also helps address some of the 
upfront cost of joining a skilled trade i.e., travel, which can be a barrier of entry 

3 For more on this see our Snapshots on Youth Outlook for 2022, Canadian Labour Shortages and the IMPACT Report.

https://12ft.io/proxy?q=https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-premiers-intensify-campaign-for-increase-to-canada-health-transfer/
https://12ft.io/proxy?q=https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-premiers-intensify-campaign-for-increase-to-canada-health-transfer/
https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/EN%20Snapshot%20Issue%2013.pdf
https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/EN%20Snapshot%20Issue%2012.pdf
https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/FINAL3_APR27_CCYP_8.5x11_ENGLISH_Report_RECOVERYPLAN_APRIL2021.pdf
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for skilled trades and have been addressed in prior snapshots. The budget also 
proposes increases in unemployment sickness benefits which was one of the 
main demands of the youth during the COVID-19 pandemic as they were most 
likely to work in contact-based industries. Moreover, the federal government will 
be undergoing consultations on reforming Employment Insurance (EI) to include 
gig and self-employed workers under the ambit of EI. The federal minimum wage 
has also been increased to $15.55, which is a step in the right direction. However 
as noted in a previous CCYP snapshot, the percentage of youth employed in 
federally regulated sectors e.g., banking, telecomms, road transport services 
etc., is very small.  Through the Canada Recovery Dividend, the Budget requires 
businesses that made significant profits during the pandemic like those in the 
financial sector (bank and insurance groups) pay a one-time 15% tax on taxable 
income above $1 billion for the 2021 tax year. Moreover, the corporate income tax 
will be increased from 15% to 16.5%, and both of these measures are expected to 
raise $6 billion over the next 5 years, with more than half of that ($4 billion) from 
just the one-time tax. 

While the EI review is just an announcement and there is still some way to go 
towards implementation, it is a step in the right direction. We also welcome 
measures like the Canadian Recovery Dividend as a step in the right direction. The 
money from this measure can be directed towards the hardest affected sectors 
by the pandemic, particularly the largest employers of youth in sectors like 
Accommodation & Food Services, Canada’s many Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) which did not realise the same kind of profits as financial groups. It could 
also be used to supplement the Canada Summer Jobs programme for some 
time, possibly to cover more than just the summer months or to even include 
international students in certain programmes. Measures like that might be better 
for labour standards and youth than others like the Temporary Foreign Workers’ 
programme extension, which we expand on next.  

The Temporary Foreign Workers’ programme extension allows 7 sectors- 
including the heavy youth employing Accommodation & Food Services, Health 
Care and Retail Trade-with identified labour shortages, to hire up to 30% of 
their workforce for 1 year through this programme while allowing 10% for all 
the other sectors. While this may be good for companies, it will overall have a 
negative effect on employee welfare because it still does not address terms of 
employment concerns (hours, compensation, benefits coverage) driving the 
shortages in these sectors, and may encourage a race to the bottom. This is 
especially relevant for youth because those types of jobs offer the pay at the 
entry level range where they already are, thereby making it harder for this kind 

https://ccyp-ccpj.wildapricot.org/resources/Knowledge%20Centre/EN%20Snapshot%206.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/news/2022/04/government-of-canada-announces-workforce-solutions-road-map--further-changes-to-the-temporary-foreign-worker-program-to-address-labour-shortages-ac.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/news/2022/04/government-of-canada-announces-workforce-solutions-road-map--further-changes-to-the-temporary-foreign-worker-program-to-address-labour-shortages-ac.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/news/2022/04/government-of-canada-announces-workforce-solutions-road-map--further-changes-to-the-temporary-foreign-worker-program-to-address-labour-shortages-ac.html
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of pay to rise because big employers have access to this cheaper labour, no 
matter how temporary. However, with Canada being an ageing country with an 
increasing amount of near retirees and trying to get more immigrants in to make 
up for pandemic drops, expanding some CSJ roles to include high performing 3rd 
or 4th-year non-STEM international students on criteria bases e.g. GPAs, might be 
worth considering.  

Similarly, adjusting current requirements to allow for time worked in some of 
these jobs to count towards International Students’ permanent residency (PR) 
requirements might be a better, more worker friendly measure. International 
students already work these roles in droves but can only get PR at certain roles 
e.g., store manager, not the regular cashier roles and the like. They are also 
more acculturated than immigrant workers and through their tuition, part of and 
contributing to the economy already; all they need is relevant/counted Canadian 
experience. As such, hours worked in these roles targeted by the TFW programme 
could count towards PR time, but with a lower weighting than those in the current 
NOC requirements. Extending the Canada Summer Jobs’ programme and/or 
eligibility using money from the Recovery Dividend supports small businesses by 
subsidising their payroll for a while and plugging their labour shortage. Further, it 
provides youth (including international students) relevant work experience and 
because the funding is from a one-time/limited pot, such an extension could be 
tried for a short time until funds run out or we are completely out of a pandemic, 
as determined by the WHO.

Skills training

One of the key themes in Canada’s workforce development sphere has been the 
need for increased investment in skills training of workers,, especially with the 
shifting need for skills compounded by technological changes. The 2022 budget 
recognizes this issue and includes provisions that support employer sponsored 
training of employees. Going forward, ESDC will be engaging with union 
representatives for formulating plans for retraining mid-career workers. While it 
does not concern youth directly, it is positive in soliciting labor input in employer 
training programs and can pave the way for future skills training programs for 
youth. 

One of the sectors with potentially lucrative opportunities for youth is skilled 
trades which is currently facing a labor shortage partially owing to a lack of 
interest in youth towards careers in the sector. The current budget expands 
the fiscal scope of Union Training and Innovation program to increase the 
representation of under-represented groups in skilled trades as a means 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/220427/dq220427a-eng.htm
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/immigrate-canada/express-entry/eligibility/canadian-experience-class.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/immigrate-canada/express-entry/eligibility/canadian-experience-class.html
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of reducing and eliminating the labor shortage in the sector. This will open 
opportunities for minority and immigrant youth to access opportunities in a 
sector with stable employment. 

Tourism was also one of the hardest hit sectors by the pandemic. The lockdowns 
and travels enacted to stem the flow of COVID-19 resulted in a significant drop in 
revenue of the tourism industry. Since tourism is one of the largest employers of 
youth, youth employment prospects were also hampered due to the decline in 
business activity in tourism. Consequently, businesses in tourism were one of the 
largest recipients of wage and rent subsidies provided to employers. This year’s 
budget includes provisions for the tourism sector that can support its recovery 
going forward. 

Inflation

Inflation refers to the rate of increase in the cost of goods and services over a 
period of time. At this time, inflation appears partly driven by covid which affected 
supply chain flows due to things like sick workers, longer shipping times and 
demand for goods outpacing supply. The war in Ukraine also has added to this, 
particularly with energy supply due to the oil, gas and other extractive minerals 
that are produced and sent from both countries. At the time of writing after 
the budget release, the inflation rate is 6.7%. This is relevant for youth because 
it reduces their earning power, especially at the early career stage. The most 
direct way to deal with inflation is for the Bank of Canada to raise interest rates. 
However, this benefits or at least does not really affect students (youth) as their 
federal loan debts have fixed rates, and there is an interest-rate moratorium 
effective, currently.

To deal with the inflation, some other OECD countries have announced tax  
cuts — the U.K for example with fuel and income tax cuts and discounts, as well 
as some states in the U.S’s, and it has been suggested we do the same here. 
Ontario and Alberta have done similar things, with Alberta pausing the collection 
of provincial gas taxes in April and Ontario tabling legislation to cut gas taxes for 
6 months due to high prices. With the covid virus still around and governments 
needing to recover following the disbursement of relief funds, -the cut would cost 
the Ontario government $645 million in revenues and may not even be passed 
down to consumers anyway because suppliers could pocket the difference-this 
might not be a good idea. Cutting taxes or increasing subsidies are also at best 
temporary measures, which do not affect main source of the price increase i.e. 
the war in Ukraine. Such steps also incentivise more car use whereas it might be 
better to capitalise on this build and improve public transit options, especially 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-23/sunak-cuts-u-k-growth-forecast-as-ukraine-war-living-costs-hit
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/insights/featured/canadian-economics/inflation-proofing-the-upcoming-federal-budget?utm_source=ec&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=COM22RATBAPR1&mkt_tok=MDk0LUVHRi02MzkAAAGDha8xvS_9B2SAyw2vZJG_hHalQS_ZNaEd1Mix5WVs1zu_7P_SSVxQhUaF6rNLMdFs4wIOzqIBYJN2O94xzPDiAT3UJxVdfwXBa-dc3jia1CyO
https://globalnews.ca/news/8724860/alberta-gas-tax-price-of-fuel/
https://globalnews.ca/news/8724860/alberta-gas-tax-price-of-fuel/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/ontario-gas-tax-1.6407385
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for Canadian youth who will have to live with the downstream climate effects of 
the increased car use. Transit expansion makes it easier for youth to look beyond 
just urban centres because it becomes easier to move around, helping reduce 
housing pressures in those urban areas, while also presenting cheaper and in 
some cases shorter travel times. These needs are addressed to a limited extent 
by the 2 year, $397 million funding for the planning and design of high-frequency 
rail for Canada’s busiest travel corridor (Toronto-Quebec City) and a 4 year, 
$43million funding for VIA Rail Canada construction and maintenance for the 
Windsor-Qubec City corridor. While limited to 2 provinces, it is a step in the right 
direction as Canada looks to meet its environmental targets for 2050. 

The 2022 budget does not provide as much direct and immediate funding as 
the 2021 budget did for youth. However, this is understandable given that some 
of the 2021 Budget’s proposals run for more than 2 years e.g, the student loan 
moratorium, CSJ expansion and digitisation grant microfinancing for small 
businesses(4 years), the improved recovery from the pandemic and the high 
rates of inflation, which may be worsened by pumping even more cash into the 
economy. While the Federal government has the most resources at its disposal, 
ultimately the jurisdiction for issues like health care, education and labour 
lies with provincial governments. Hopefully, with the three-year NDP-Liberal 
confidence and supply agreement4, the Federal government can feel more 
secure in using its influence to persuade provincial governments to take more 
measures that benefit youth.

4 This means that the Liberals can expect NDP support-or at the very least no opposition- on confidence motions and 
budget votes. In return the NDP can expect some of its agenda (national pharamcare, dental care etc.) to be pursued  
by the Liberals. 


